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EXISTENCE O~~'. UNBOUNDED QUADRATURE
DOMAINS FOR THE P-LAPLACE OPERATOR

Farid Bahrami and Arsalan Chademan

Department of Mathematics and Computer Sciences

,~ University of Tehran

In this paper we extend the notion of the quadrature do-

main with respect to the p-Laplace operator, for 1 < p < +00.

We will show that for tL E LOO(Rn) with compact support, there

exists an unbounded domain n containing the support of tL, and

a function u E af ~~ (Rn) satisfying

{ ~pu = 1 -tL in n

u = l'7ul = 0 on an.

1. Introduction

For a Radon measure J.L with compact support, the Newtonian potential,

U.u, is defined by U.u = E * J.L where

-( -t log I x I if n = 2
E(x) -~ C .f "':> 3\. r;f::='2 'l n ~ .
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Here Cn is a normalizing factor so that ~Up. = -J.L in Rn. In the

special case, if J.L is the characteristic function of a bounded domain

n c Rn, then the potential generated by J.L is denoted by Un. The

bounded domain n is called a quadrature domain for J.L (with respect. to

harmonic functions) if supp(J.L) C n and the following identities hold in

n C = Rn \ n:

{ Up. = Uf.

VUp. = VUn.

The notion of quadrature dcmains has been studied by several au-

thors among which we may refer for example to [5], [8], [9] and the

references therein. There is also another equivalent formulation which
~ may serve as the starting point for th~se domains. If we set u = Up. -Un,

'.

then u satisfies:

{ ~u = Xn -J.L in Rn
..1u = IVul = 0 in nc. ( )

The converse is also easily checked to be true. Using equation (1) as the

starting point, the problem is no\v set in the form of a free boundary

problem. This form, which has also been used by several people (for

example [6]), is more flexible and extends to more general operators

(specially non-linear ones) and thus yields to the notion of quadrature

domains with respect to these operators. In this paper we will consider

this extension for the p-Laplacian, ~p, where 1 < p < 00 and where

~pU = div(IVuIP-2Vu).

To be more precise:

Definition 1.1. Suppose 1 < p < 00 is a fixed real number and

J.L is a Radon measure with compact support in Rn. The domain n c

Rn (bounded or unbounded) is called a quadrature domain for J.L with

respect to the operator ~p, ifit contains the support ofJ.L and there exists
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.
a solution to the following quasi-linear elliptic equation with boundary

!

data: :

{ ~ p u = X n -J.l in Rn
u = IVul = 0 in f2c (2)

.The pair (u;' f2) will then be refered .to as a quadrature pair for J1" and

the 'set of all such pairs will be denoted by Q Dp(J.l).. ,

Here':' by imposing suitable restrictions on the measure J.l -the so-

lution is assumed to be in ,the space W1~'%(Rn), the space of Sobolev

functions, and the first equation in (2) means

L (1VuIP-2VU' V<p + <p)dx = !<pdJ1"
,~

where <p E Co(f2) and dx denotes the Lebesgue meaSure in Rn.

Note that for p = 2, the operator ~p reduces to the Laplacian and

thus this notion will coincide with,that of the classical case. Having

exiende'd thIs notion for 'general I < p < 00, we are first faced with the

problems of existence and uniqueness. In [1] a uni~ueness theorem has

been obtained which in our language is stated as follows: For bounded
.

domains f21 and f22, if (Ui,f21) and (U2, f22) are in QDp(J.l), and if f21 n

n2 is convex, then f21 = n2. (It must be pointed out here that the

situation in the classical case, p = 2, is no more better; see [10]). There
, ,

is also'another result in the general case, concerning the existence of

a uniform bound for bounded quadrature domains, which intensify the

idea of uniqueness of such domains in general: If J.l is in the class LOO (Rn)

then there is a bounded domain no c Rn such that for any pair (u, f2)

in Q Dp(J.l) with n bounded, f2 is contained in no (see [2]).

In this paper we will consider the problem of existence for the case

where J1, E Loo(Rn). We will prove the existence of unbounded quadra-

ture domains for such measures while, as our construction will show,

such domains are not unique for a given measure J.l. It'must be pointed

out here that the existence of bounded quadrature domains for an arbi-

trary J.l E LOO may fail in general. This follows easjly from the fact that

-
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if f! is a bounded quadrature do~ain f~r I.L and with respect to IIp then f

we must have: 11.

Inl=JI.L Ii
, .

Our main tool in this direction is the calculus of variation, i.e. the I

minimization procedure of some kind of functionals over some subset

of Wl,p. We will also make use of the v\7..::ll-known comparison principle !

which for the sake of convenience we state it here (see also [7]) : :

, Comparison Pr~nciple: Suppose U ~ Rn is a bounde~ domain 'I

and let the functIons u, v E W1,P(U) satIsfy ApU ~ ~pv ill U. If 1/

limsupy_X U ~ liminfy_x v for any x E au, then U ~ v in U. fi

...The paper is organised as follows. In the next secti,on we will consider .I
.'

the problems of existence and uniqueness of minimizers for some special

class of functionals. Here we will also derive some properties for these i
:

minimizers. In section 3, introducing two special barrier functions, we
will show that our minimizers are bounded between these two functions :

and thus their limit function will exist. We will continue this section

by showing that this limit function satisfy equation (2) wherein f! is an

unbounded domain.

Remark. Throughout the paper q > 1 denotes the con.jugate ex-

ponent of p, i.e. 1 + 1 = 1. For R > 0, BR C Rn is the ball
p q

{x ERn; Ix! < R}. The norm of the space LP with respect to the

Lebesgue measure, dx, is denoted by 11.llp. The space W5,P(f!) will be

the closure of C~(f!) in Wl,p(f!) for a bounded domain f!.

2. Existence and Uniqueness of Minimizers

Let B be a bounded domain. For given functions f E LOO(B) and

Uo E Wl,P(B) with Uo ~ 0, consider the functional

J(v) == JB,J(v) = L ilvvlP + fv (3)
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'.
over the set

K(B) = Kuo(B) = {v E W1,P(B),'v -Uo E W5,P(B),v ~ a}. (4)

The following holds:

Theorem 2.1. The functional J has a unique minimizer over K(B).

For the convenience of the reader, WE: sketch below the standard proof

of this theorem.

Pl"oof. U sing the inequality -;}paP -bP ~ la -hiP for non-negative

a, b E R together with the Poincare and Holder's inequalities, we have
,~

1 1 ;
J(v) ~ -[ IVv -VuolP --[ IVuolP + [f(v -uo) + [Iuo

2pp JB p JB JB JB

~ all v -uoll~ -,allv -uollp + 1- .

where a > 0 is a constant depending only on p and the domain B,

,a = Ilflloo and / = JB(fuo -~IVuoIP). But the real function g(t) = atP-

,at + " for positive a and non-negative,a, attains"its absolute minimum

over [0, +00), and thus J is bounded below over K(B). Now using the

coersivity of J together with its lowersemicotinuity ([4], Chapter 3) and

the fact that K(B) is a closed and convex subset of Wl,P(B), we will

obtain a minimizer for J over K(B). Strict convexity of J implies the

uniqueness of the minimizer. 0

Corollary 2.2. If ~puo = lover B(ln the sense of distributions),

then Uo itself is the minimizer of J over K(B).

Proof. Let u denotes the minimizer of J over K(B). Then for non-

negative cP E ccgo(B) we have

k(lvuIP-,2VU .Vcp + Icp) ~ o. (5)

~
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On the other hand, Uo also sati~fies

k(IVuoIP-2VUO .V<p + f<p) = 0, (6) I.

I
for all <p E C~(B). Thus for non-negative <p E C~(B), combining{5) i

and (6), we have !

1 1 I
IV ulp-2V U .V <p ~ IV uolp-2Vuo .V <p, j

B B .

i.e. ~pu ~ ~puo in B. Since u-uo E W5,P(B), the comparison principle ;

yields the inequality Uo ~ u in B. Now using the convexity of K(B) and f
I

the above inequality, the function w(t) = (1- t)u + tuG = u + t( Uo -u) !

will be in K(B) for t jn some neighbourhood of zero. The minimizing
.~

property of u yields

0 = ~J(w(t»)lt=o= J IVuIP-,2Vu. (Vuo -Vu) +f(uo -u). (7)

On the other hand (6) is also true if <p is allowed to be in W5,P(B). Thus

substituting <p in (6) with u -Uo and subtracting from (7) we obtain
.

k(IVu\P-2VU -IVuoIP-2VUO)' (Vu -Vuo) = o.

,
., .,

-The monotonicity property of the above integral to~ether with the fact
th'~t u -Uo E W5,P(B) yields the result. 0 ..: ,

In the rest of this section, we will derive some properties for mini-

mizers of the functionals with the same form as (3). For i = 1,2 , let

fi E Loa (B) and let Ji denotes th~ functional J B,f; where f is replaced

by Ii. Suppose also Ui E K(B) is the minimizer of Ji.

Lemma 2.3. If f1 ~ f2 a.e. on B, then U2 ~ U1'

Proof. Let v = min(u1' U2) and w = max( U1, U2)' Then v, W E K(B)

and we have:

j 1 1 j 1 1
-IVU1IP + -IVU2IP = -IVvIP + -IVwIP

BP P BP P
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L flUl + f2U2 = L fl(Ul + U2) +"(f2 -fl)u2 ~ L fl(V + w) + (f2 -fl)V

=LflW+f2V

Adding both sides 'to each other, we obtain:

:: -Jl(Ul) + J2(uz) ~ Jl(w) + J2(v)

and thus Jl(Ul) = Jl(w) and J2(U2) = ..T,(v). Using the uniqueness of

minimizers we have Ul = W ~ v = U2. 0

In the next lemma, we will observe the behaviour of the minimizers

with respect to the domain B. For this propose, suppose Uo E W1~':(Rn)

and for R >0 let the functional JR and the set K(BR) be defined
,'io respectively as (3) and (4) with the difference that B is now replaced by

the baIl B R.

Lemma 2.4. Suppose uR denotes the minimizer of JR over K(BR).

If for every R > 0, UR ~ uQ in B R, then UR is decreasing as a function

ofR.

Proof. Let UR be the extension of UR into Rn. Suppose Rl < R2. By

the above extension URI E K(BR2). Now let as before v = min( URI' UR2)

and w = max( URI' UR2). By assumption w = Uo = URI on BR2 \ BRI.

Thus we have:

1 (~I\7vIP + ~1\7wIP + f(v + w)) = 1 (~I\7vIP + Iv) +
B R2 P P B R2 P

{ (.!.I\7wIP + fw) + { (~I\7uoIP + JuG),
JBRI P JBR2\BRI P "

and also

1 (~I\7UR2IP + ~1\7URIIP + f(UR2 + URI)) = 1 (~I\7.UR2IP + fUR2) +
BR2 P P BR2 P

1 (~I\7uRIIP+fuRI)+l (~I\7uoIP+fuo).
BRI P BR2\BRI P

--
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.,

Since the left hand sides of the two equations are equal, we have:

JR2(V) + JR1(W) = JR2(UR2) + JR1(UR1)

which as in the' previous lemma will imply that UR2 = v .s: W = UR1.. 0

3. Existence of Un~ounded Quadrature Domains

The main theorem of this section is stated as follows: !

Theorem 3.1. Suppose jj is a signed Radon measure with a support

contained in a bounded domain C. If /l. E Loo(Rn), then QDp(jj) con- I
Itains a pair (u, n) with C c n, n unbounded, U ~ 0 and U E C;;:(Rn). !

Moreover an (the free boundarY),is non-empty andn = {u > a}. i

~
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we need two ,lemmas. In the first

lemma we will introduce two functions which will serve as barriers for a

class of minimizers and constitute an upper and a lower bound for the

suitable function u in Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3.2. For constants _M > 1 and T1 > 0, let T2, Tg, 81 and 82 be ;,
J

defined as follows: \

1 I'!
T2 = T1(1 + Ai) , T3 = T1(1 + A1~~) (8) !

'T1 T1 ,T2 -81 = 2M(M + 1) , T2 -82 = 2M (9) h

Then the functions Uo and Uo defined by:

0 ,X1.s: 0

~X1q ,0< Xl .s: T1
Uo(X) = fM-1\q-l ( ) rq ( 1 )-\.,~ ~) Tg -Xl q + ~ 1 + M=1 ' T1 < Xl .s: T2

q
~(X1 -T1)q + ~(1 + ~ -(A1-1}kf9=l) , T2 < Xl

0 ,X1.s: 81

(l+M)q-lUO(X) = q (Xl -81)q ,81 < Xl .s: T2
1 rqq( Xl -82)q -q2qkfq-~(M +1) , T2 < Xl

!
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are both in Cl(Rn) and satisfy

~pUo = X{:rl>O} -MXs

~pUO = X{:rl>81} + M Xs

where S = {Tl < Xl < T2} and S = {8l < Xl < T2}. Moreover Uo ~ Uo

in Rn.

Proof. Note that Tl, T2, Tg, 81 and 82 are in the following order:

Tl < 82 < 81 < T2 < Tg.

0)0

The fact that Uo and Uo are in Cl and the value of their p-Laplacian

follows easily by calculation and using the identities (8) and (9).

To prove the last inequality, note that Uo on {Tl ~ Xl -~ T2} is

concave, while Uo on {8l ~ Xl ~ T2} c {Tl ~ Xl ~ T2} is convex. Since

-(1 + M)q-l TiUo l:rl=r2= ---q (T2 -8l)q = q2qMq(M + 1)

Tq Mq+l -1< -1- ( ) = Uo I -qMq M -1 .1-r2'

Uo ~ Uo for Xl ~ T2. On the other hand, since Tl < 82 and thus

Xl -Tl > Xl -82, lim:rl_+oo[Uo(x) -uo(x)] = +00, and so for Xl large

enough Uo ? uo. Since both Uo and Uo have the same p-Laplacian for

T2 < Xl, the inequality Uo ? Uo holds also for T2 ~ Xl.O

Note that in the structure of Uo and uo, all the parameters T2, Tg, 81

and 82 are functions of Tl and M: Thus choosing these two, we may

construct Uo and uo as in Lemma 3.2.

Now for ,u and C as in Theorem 3.1, choose M > ma:x:(l, IIJLlloo) and

let Tl > 0 be such that

diam( C) ~ 2~A1(.~i-'~=-.1). ,
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Construct ua and ua as in Lemma 3.2. We may also suppose that C C

S = {8l < Xl < T2} (this is possible ~ince by (9), T2 -81 = 2j\;jW+1))'

For R > T2 consider the functionals ,

J(v) = f ~IVvIP+(l-fl,)v,
JBR P

"Ja(v)= r ~IVvIP+(X{x:~a}~Mxs)v"
JBR P

over /C(BR) = {v E Wl,P(BR); v -ua E W5,P(BR), V ~ O}, ","here S =

{Tl < Xl < T2} as in Lemma 3.2. By Theorem 2.1, both functionaIs "have

unique minimizers over /C(BR). Call that of .J, UR, while according to

Lemma 2.2, that ofJa is ua itself.

~ r' ;"
.

Lemma 3.3.' For any R.> T2, ua ~ UR ~ Ua in BR.
.. ' -

Proof. Since C C S c S, the inequality; UR ~ Ua follows from Lemma

2.3. To prove.'the other inequality, consider UR over D ~ {~ E BR,81 <

Xl} and use' the Euler equation for UR, ~s the minimIzer off over /C(BR).

We have '!: ~.
.' -

~pUR ~ 1 ~ JL~ 1+ MXs= Lipua--.in-j) ...:

Since ua ~ UR on 8D, by the comparison principle, ua ~ UR on D. The

fact that ua == 0 on BR \ D yields the required inequality over Bn. 0

We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1:'

Proof of Theorem 3.1. ' For R > T2 suppose uRis defined as above. I

By lemmas 2.4 and 3.3, UR decreases as R -+ +00. Being bounded below

by the function ua, the limit function U = limR_'oo UR exists and satisfies

ua ~ U ~ Ua. If,!,! = {u > O}, then by the inequalities ua ~ U ~ Uo it is

clear that !'! is unbounded, a!'! is non-empty and that C c S c !'!.

Now suppose B c Rn is a bounded domain.. Choose'Ro > 0 large

enough so that B c B Ro' For R ~ Ro, the minimizer UR satisfies

1 l\7uRIP-2VUR' V<p + (1 -JL)<p ~ 0
BR .I

!
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for <p E C~(BRo) with cp + Uo ~ O. Since uR is bounded above by uo,

according to [3], theorem 1, UR E Cl(BRo) and there exists a constant

C < 00 depending only on p, n, uo, IL a,nd the distance from B to the

boundary of B Ro such that

max IVUR(X)I::; c,
xEB

I\7UR(X) -\7UR(y)l::; clx -ylCt x,y E B,

for some suitable 0 < Q < 1, i.e. the sequence (\7UR) is equicontinu-

ous and uniformly bounded over B. By Arzela-~scoli ,theorem, (\7UR)

contains a subsequence (denoted by (\7UR) itself) which converges uni-

formlyon B. Thus U = limuR E Cl(B) and \7u = lim\7UR, both

...uniformly on B. Specially IB I\7URlp-2\7UR .\7<p -t IB l\7ulp-2\7U .\7<p

-for any <p E C~(B).

Now for <p:E C~(n), choose B large enough so that 8Upp( cp) C B.

For R > 0 large enough we will have -
.:. :: -.;. '.'

11\7URIP-2\7UR .\7ip +'(1;-':' IL)CP = 1 I\7U'Rlp-2\7UR' \7<p + (l-IL)CP
B BR (10)

But, since Supp( cp) c n c {UR > a}, the right hand side of (10) equals

zero. Letting R ~ 00 and using the above argument, we will have:

kl\7uIP-2\7,/L .\7cp + (1 -IL)CP = 0

i.e. ~pU = 1 -IL in n.

Once more for arbitrary bounded domain B C Rn, suppose cP E

C~(B) is such that U + cP ~ O. Thus we have also UR + cP ~ 0 which, by
minimizing property of Un, will-imply that; ~ .

i I\7URlp-2\7UR .\7cp + (1 -IL)CP ~ 0

Again letting R ~ 00, we obtain

kIVuIP-2\7U .\7cp + (1 -IL)<P ~ 0.

,
~- --
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According to [3], theorem 1, it has ~ representative in C,~:(B). Thus

U E cld:(Rn) and u = l\7ul = 0 on an.O
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